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Abstract

Introduction

A transaction 1s a unit of work, performed on shared
data, which preserves atomlclty (1 e , all-or-nothing),
senahsablbty, and durability
Transactions have been
rigorously defined and extensively studied m the
database and transaction processing (TP) literature
[Bernstein et al 871 By comparison, only a few articles explam how to handle requeats for transaction
execution [Gray 78, McGee 771 This emphasis m the
literature does not reflect the relative importance of
the problems In commercml TP systems, especmlly
distributed ones, managing the flow of requests 1s often as important as executmg the transactions themselves
This paper studies (1) protocols for reliably managmg the flow of transaction requests, and (2) lmplementatlons of those protocols that use TecoveTabie
queurng systems A queue m a TP system serves
as an intermediary between a dent and server A
client enters a request into a queue that 1s served
A server obtams the reby the desired server
quest by removmg it from the queue Queuing facdltles are embedded m many exlstmg TP systems
[DEC 88, McGee 77, Wlpfler 871
A queue manager (QM) IS a type of database system It stores queue elements, which are usually uninterpreted by the QM (1 e , the QM doesn’t know
that they represent requests) The QM may support
content-based retrieval of the elements Operations
on elements may be performed wlthm a transaction,
and must therefore be recoverable
A QM 1salso a type of commumcatlon system, smce
it moves messages between processes that run asynchronously It allows for mdwect commumcatlon between processes, that is, these processes do not dlrectly bind to one another to communicate, but instead, each binds to a queue This indirect commumcation can mask process fadures, by allowing communicating processes to execute and fad independently
For example, a process that enqueues a request can
communicate with one that executes the request even
if they are not both operational simultaneously
Indirect commumcatlon via queues can also mask com-

Transactions have been rigorously defined and extensively studled m the database and transaction processing literature, but little has been sad about the
handling of the requests for transactlon execution In
commercial TP systems, especmlly distributed ones,
managing the flow of requests IS often as important
as executing the transactions themselves
This paper studies fault-tolerant protocols for managing the flow of transaction requests between clients
that issue requests and servers that process them We
discuss how to implement these protocols using transactions and recovelvlble queumg systems
Queumg
systems are used to move requests reliably between
chents and servers The protocols use queuing systems to ensure that the server processes each request
exactly once and that a client processes each reply
at least once We treat request-reply protocols for
single-transaction requests, for multi-transaction
requests, and for requests that require mteractlon Hnth
the display after the request 1s submltted
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mumcation failures If a client enqueues its requests
to a local queue, and perlodlcally moves its local requests to the remote input queue of a server process,
then the server appears to provide a reliable service to
the client even If the client and server nodes are frequently partltloned by commumcatlon failures These
features Improve avallablhty and efficiency
Queues faclhtate b&h znpzbt of requests Requests
can be captured rehably m a queue, and processed
later in a batch Queues also provide load shamng
Smce many processes can dequeue requests from a
single queue, this automatically shares the workload
among these processes Moreover, queues provide a
buffer that mitigates the effects of bursts of requests
The purpose of this paper 1s to present faulttolerant protocols for managmg the flow of transaction requests, and to show how to implement these
protocols using queuing systems The paper 1s orgamzed as follows Section 2 presents an overvlew of
the mam idea of the paper how to use queues to process requests In a fault-tolerant manner Section 3 defines the client’s model of fault-tolerant request-reply
processing Section 4 describes a queue abstractlon,
which 1s used m Section 5 in a system model that
implements the client’s model Section 6 extends the
model to requests that execute as a sequence of transactions Section 7 extends It to support cancellation
of requests Section 8 treats interactive requests, m
which the client provides input to the request while
the request 1s executing
Section 9 discusses related
work, mcludmg the queuing facllltles offered in commercial systems Sectlon 10 discusses lmplementatlon
issues Sectlon 11 IS the conclusion

2

Reliable

Request-Processing

A request IS a data structure (e g , a record) that describes some work that the system should perform
Typically, a user interacts with a claent program to
prepare a request (e g , by filling m a form), and then
the client sends the request to a servef for processmg
The server processes the request by executmg one or
more transactions After It finishes processmg the request, the server may send a reply back to the chent,
which dehvers it to the user
The client typically doesn’t need to access shared
updatable data Therefore, m a distributed system,
it often runs m a “front-end” process close to the
user’s display, where processor cycles are mexpenslve and Interactive feedback 1s easy to attam The
server typically needs access to a shared updatable
database, often a large one Therefore, It executes
on a large “back-end” system, which 1s accessible to
many clients Since the client and server reside m dlfferent processes, often on different processors, mterprocess commumcatlon prlmltlves are needed to exchange requests and replies
If ordinary messages are used to move requests and

rephes between clients and servers, then an untimely
system falure (e g , when the request or reply 1s m
transit) may cause either the request or the reply to be
lost The client may be unable to determme whether
the request or reply has been lost Moreover, since
many requests are not ldempotent, the chent cannot
resubmit the request unless it’s sure that the orlgmal
request hasn’t been and won’t be processed But determining the state of the request 1s difficult
If the
client and server don’t carefully mamtam this state
on stable storage, it may be lmposslble
In principle, we can solve the problem of untimely
failures by having the client execute the sequence
{send a request, receive the reply, process the reply}
within a transaction In practice, there are two problems some clients execute on systems that don’t support a transaction mechanism or don’t support one
that’s compatible with the server’s mechanism, and
processmg the reply may be slow, which creates contention for resources (e g , locks) that the server must
hold until the transaction commits We can solve the
latter problem by only executing (send a request, receive the reply} within a transaction But if the client
fals after recelvlng the reply and before processing it,
the reply may be lost
We can improve matters by executing the client’s
sequence as three transactions and using two recoverable queues as mtermedlarles between the client and
server - a client queue and a server queue (We use
the word queue for compatlblllty
with commercial
TP termmology It’s a misnomer, since these queues
are often not FIFO ) To send the request to a server,
the client executes a transaction that enters the request into the appropriate server’s queue To process
a request, the server starts a transaction, removes an
element from its queue, “executes the request,” enters
a reply into the chent’s queue (if a reply 1s desired),
and commits To process a reply, the client starts a
transactlon, dequeues the reply, and after It has finished processing the reply (e g , the user acknowledges
havmg seen the reply on the display), commits Note
that the reply processor (e g , user) 1s Just another
“resource manager” that partlclpates m the transaction
Each enqueue and dequeue operation executes
If the mvokmg transaction
wlthm a transaction
aborts, the operation 1s undone This enables the system to cope with falures of clients and servers If the
client fads while submlttmg a request, the request 1s
forgotten, so there 1s no danger that a partial request
IS submitted If the server fals while executmg a request, all of its database updates are undone and the
request 1s returned to the server’s queue for reprocessing If the client fouls while processing a reply, the
reply 1s returned to the client’s queue, so the client
can reprocess the reply after recovery Overall, this
approach avoids the resource contention of the onetransaction approach, but still requires a chent to use
transactions
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We can eliminate the chent’s transactions altogether by regardmg it as a fault-tolerant
sequential
program That ~3, it sends (1 e , enqueues) a request
and receives (1 e , dequeues) a reply outside of a transaction At recovery time it determmes the last nonldempotent operation It executed before the failure
and reconstructs its internal state that was current
when It issued that operation Since the client wants
the system to execute its request exactly once, the
operation “send-the-request” 1s not ldempotent
So
if the client loses connectivity Hnth the system, when
commumcation 1s restored the client must determine
whether the system received the last request that it
sent A queue can help here, since the client can tell
whether the request was enqueued It can also help by
making “receive-the-reply”
ldempotent, by retammg
the reply until the chent says to delete It (1 e , even
after the client has dequeued it) A queue can even
help with checkpomtmg If the cbent’s state 1s small,
the client can piggyback its state with its enqueue and
dequeue operations, the queue manager can log tlus
client state along with the queue operation, thereby
performing the client’s checkpoint This, m essence,
1s the solution developed m tlus paper
Notice that the client accesses queues outside of a
transaction, while the server accesses queues within
transactions
In this sense, the queue 1s a gateway
between the non-transaction world of front-ends and
the transactional world of back-ends

3

Client

F’lgure 1 Chent’s State Transltlon
a Non-Interactive
Request

Diagram

for

rids to resynchromze with the system, that IS, It can
determine whether to (possibly again) send the next
request or (possibly agam) receive the next reply
The Client Model is summarized In fig 1 by a state
transition diagram, and m fig 2 by a chent program
The client sees a non-interactive request pass through
two states Req-Sent (the client has sent a request),
and Reply-Recvd (the client has received the reply,
and may enter a new request) A Connect operation
puts the client into a Connected state, from which it
branches to Req-Sent or Reply-Recvd, depending on
the rids returned by the Connect A Disconnect operation causes the client to break Its connection with
the system
The chent’s interface to the system consists of five
operations

Model

s-nd, T-md, ckpt = Connect(cltent-ad) Connect
the client to the system If the client has not
executed a Disconnect since the last time It executed Connect, then Connect returns the rids
associated with the last Send and Receive It executed (s-Ttd and r-nd respectively) It also returns the value of the ckpt parameter of the last
Receive operation executed by the client

A non-mnteractzve request 1s a request which, after
being submitted by a chent, 1s processed without further input from the client The Client Model consists
of a clzent and a system From the chent’s viewpomt,
the chent subrmts a request to the system, the system
processes the request and sends a reply, and the client
receives the reply and processes It ’
Before sending any requests, the chent must connect to the system While connected, the chent offers
requests, one-at-a-time
The system processes each
request and sends a reply to that request before It
processes the next request Each request lmphcltly acknowledges that the client has received and processed
the reply to the chent’s previous request When the
client has no more requests to offer, it dssconnects
from the system
The client attaches a Tequest-td (Tad) to each request In response to the Connect operation, the system returns two rids - the nd of the last request It
received from the cbent, and the nd of the request
that corresponds to the last reply It sent to the client
After recovermg from a failure, the client can use these

Dwconnect(clsent-rd)
the system

Disconnect the client from

Send(r, s-md) Send a request T with nd s-rzd to
the system When this returns, the request and
nd have been stably stored
p = Recezve(ckpt) Return the next reply p for
that client The client may put some checkpoint
mformation m the clept parameter (see the Connect operation above)
p = Rerecesve() Return the reply that was returned by the last Receive executed by the chent
If the chent conforms to the above model, then the
system makes the followmg guarantees, despite falures and recoveries

‘Some applications don’t need a reply They are not
treated here, but our model could be modified to handle
them

l
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Request-Reply Matchsng - Each reply 1s the reply for the correspondmg request

Now suppose that processmg the reply 1s not atomic
and/or the client cannot detect whether It already
processed the reply In this case, If we want to ensure
that each reply 1s processed at-least-once, then the
client should assume that It didn’t process the reply,
and it should process the reply again If reply processmg 1s ldempotent, then tlus IS acceptable For example, If the chent IS commumcatmg with a display,
and the user supplies a umque id for each request,
then the client can display the id with each reply and
the user can detect and ignore duphcate replies If
this 1s not acceptable (e g , If reply processing IS not
ldempotent), then other techmques are needed (e g ,
ask someone to find out d the reply was already processed, or regard lost replies as acceptable)

Cllent(user-Id)
<
s-rid,
r-rid,
ckpt = Connect(client-id),
If ( not(s-rid
= NIL) and
not(s-rid
= r-rid)
)
( reply = Recelve(ckpt),
process the reply 1,
If ( not(s-rid
= NIL) and
(s-rid
= r-rid)
and
(client
didn’t
process reply)
)
( reply = Rereceiveo,
process the reply 1;
While (there’s
work to do)
{ construct
request and s-rid,
Sendtrequest,
s-rid),
/* construct
ckpt parameter */
reply = Recelve(ckpt);
process reply 1,
Dlscomect(client-id)
1

Figure 2
Interactive

l

l

The Chent
Request

Program

for
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a Non-

Exactly-Once Request-hocesssng - The system
processes each request exactly once The system may process the request by unsuccessfully
attempting to execute the request, and then returmng a reply that mdlcates that fact, the reply
1s a promise that It wdl not attempt to execute
the request any more
At-Least-Once Reply-PTocesstng processes each reply at least once

The client

Queue

Operations

We wdl implement the chent model of the previous
section using a queue abstraction In tlus section, we
describe the abstraction, for the most part without
motivation
We hmlt our attention to features that
are needed for the Chent Model in Section 3 and other
models described later m the paper (The abstraction
would be incomplete for a full-function queue manager
product ) We use the abstraction to implement the
Client Model In Section 5
Most features of the abstraction are in exlstmg
products
However, we beheve the persistent reglstratlon and operation tag features described here are
new
Queue operations are all-or-nothmg and are senabzable with respect to each other If invoked from
within a transaction, a queue operation obeys transaction semantics

The value of Request-Reply Matching and ExactlyOnce Request-Processmg 1s obvious To examine AtLeast-Once Reply-Processmg, consider the client’s behavlor at connect time If the chent receives a nonNIL s-nd and a non-NIL r-nd and they match, then
it must determine whether It should process the reply
agam There are several cases to consider
First, suppose “process reply” 1s an atomic operatIon and the chent can detect whether It processed
the reply Then the client processes the reply exactly
once Exactly-once 1s important If reply processmg 1s
not ldempotent, e g , if it mvolves prmtmg a ticket or
dispensing cash This 1s easy If the output device IS
testable, meamng that the client can read the state
of the device, such as the next ticket to be prmted
[Pausch 881 The client reads the state (e g , the ticket
number) before recelvmg the reply, and uses that state
as part of the ckpt parameter in the Receive If the
client or chent-system commumcatlon fa.ds, then when
the client reconnects, It can compare the device’s state
with the ckpt value returned by Connect If they don’t
match, then It knows the reply was already processed

4.1

Objects

A queue 1s a stable memory area that contams elements
(Some systems also offer volatile queues,
which we do not discuss here ) Each element has a
umque element ldentzfier (erd)
A queue reposdory 1s a set of queues Reposltorles
are &Joint
Each queue has a name that IS umque
within its repository Each repository has a system(or
network)-wide unique name
Data definition operations are needed to create, destroy, and modify a queue or repository, and to start
and stop queues These operations are straIghtforward and are not discussed here

4.2

Data Manipulation

Operations

Programs access queues using the followmg data manipulation operations (see fig 3)
The Enqueue operation creates an element and
stores It In a queue If Enqueue 1s issued within a
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stroys all reglstratlon mformatlon about a previously
reglstered registrant
The QM allows each registrant to supply a
registrant-defined tag with each Enqueue or Dequeue
operation
(We will use tags to Implement rids and
ckpts m the Client Model ) The QM mamtams a stable copy of eld, tag, and element contents associated
with the last operation performed by each registrant
as a part of the reglstratlon mformatlon
If a cbent that calls Register 1s already registered
(e g , It 1s recovermg from a failure), then the QM returns the tag and eld associated with the operation
most recently executed by this registrant
A reglstrant may Read the element identified by this eld,
even if the last operation was a Dequeue, or if it was
an Enqueue and the enqueued element was dequeued
by another registrant
A “stable-flag” parameter mdlcates whether the client wants the QM to mamtam
the most recently executed operation
Queue operations can be used to support a varlety of client models, not Just the model of Section
3 Different models will need to tag different cbent
operations, which m turn requires tagging different
queue operations Therefore, we believe it’s desirable
to allow taggmg of all data mampulatlon operations,
to support the flexible construction of client models
In this case, the QM must mamtam the type of the
last operation executed by each registrant, m addition
to the eld of the element operated upon and the last
operation’s tag However, m this paper we won’t dlscuss appllcatlons of this generallzatlon to other client
models

5

System

Dwconnect - Dereglster with the request and reply queues
Send(r, Tad) - Enqueue request T mto the request
queue, tagging the Enqueue with nd
Receave(ckpt) - Dequeue the next reply from the
reply queue and return It, tagging the Dequeue
with ckpt and the nd of the previous Send
ReTecezve() - Read the reply most recently dequeued by the client and return it
When Send returns, the chent knows that the request was stably stored If we are wdlmg to forego this
knowledge, then Send need not receive an acknowledgement that the Enqueue executed That IS, It can
invoke Enqueue using a one-way message, mstead of a
remote procedure call If the Enqueue falls, the client
will time out watmg for its Receive to dequeue the reply and can determine what happened when It reconnects This saves a message from the QM to the client
m the common case that the reply arrives within the
client’s timeout period Alternatively, we can merge
Send and Receive mto a single Transcelve operation,
which blocks the client until the reply arrives
This algorithm 1s correct m that it preserves
Request-Reply Matchmg, Exactly-Once Request Processing, and At-Least-Once Reply-Processing, even m
the presence of client, server, and commumcatlon fallures Request-Reply Matching follows from the fact
that the server replies to each request before dequeumg the next request, and that the client receives the
reply to each request before entering the next request
In the case of client, server, or commumcatlon falures, the client’s connect-time resynchromzatlon (1 e ,
lines 2-11 of the cbent program m fig 2) ensures the
property 1s re-establlshed at recovery time
Exactly-Once Request-Processing follows from the
fact that the request 1sprocessed wlthm a transactlon
If the transaction aborts, the Dequeue of the request
1s undone, thereby returning the request to the request queue To avoid cychc restart of the request
(1 e , to guarantee termmatlon), the server should use
the error queue faclllty of the Dequeue operation (see
Section 4 2)
At-Least-Once Reply-Processing follows directly
from the Client Model semantics of the chent-tosystem operations and the chent’s connect-time resynchromzatlon activity (m fig 2)
There are many useful ways to extend and modify
the simple Client Model Each extension affects the
System Model, and the underlying queue abstractlon
that supports it
One extension is to allow multiple client processes
We can accommodate multiple clients by glvmg each
client a private reply queue, and passing that queue’s
name with the request, so the server knows where to
Enqueue the reply
Another extension 1s to allow concurrency within a
client This amounts to ldentlfymg a client by both a

Model

We define a System Model for processmg noninteractive requests that supports the Cbent Model
of Section 3 In this model, each request executes as
a smgle transaction
The system consists of a clerk program, a request
queue, a reply queue, and a server process (see fig 4
and 5) For each request, the server dequeues the request, processes it, and enqueues the reply, all wlthm
a transaction
The client’s operations are translated
into queue operations This translation 1s performed
by a clerk pTograrn that 1s local to the client (1 e , It 1s
a runtlme hbrary) The clerk commumcates with the
QM(s) that manage the request and reply queues If
the QM 1sremote from the chent, then we assume that
the clerk invokes QM operations using remote procedure call [Blrrell and Nelson 841 The clerk behaves
as follows
l

Connect(claent-ad) - Register the client with the
request and reply queues Each Register returns
a tag These tags are returned to the client as
s-rid, r-rid, and ckpt
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= Reglster(qname,cllent,stable-flag)
h,t,e
/* Registers claent with queue qname, and returns
handle h, tag t, and eld e, where t 1s the tag of the
chent’s last Enqueue or Dequeue, and e the eld of the
element enqueued or dequeued (t and e may be NIL)
stable-flag mdlcates whether a tag should be mamtamed */

The SysZem
Clent Process

ServerPrccess

Deregisterch,
client)
/* Dereglsters claent from the queue identified by handle h */
e = Enqueuech, element, t)
/*Enqueues element mto the queue ldentlfied by h,
tags the operation with t and returns eld e */

Figure 4 System Model
quests

element = Dequeue(h, t , eh)
/* Dequeues the next element from the queue ldentlfied by h, returns it and tags the operation with t
If the element 1s dequeued successively by n transactions, each of which aborts, then the n-th abort
returns the element to the queue Identified by eh */

3 Operations

on Queues

Disconnect (user-Id)
Dereglstercq-m,
Dereglstercq-out,

transaction, its effect becomes vlslble when the transaction commits If issued outslde a transactlon, its
effect 1s vlslble before the operation returns to the
caller
The Dequeue operation deletes an element from
a given queue, and returns it to the caller
If invoked from wlthm a transaction, and if the transaction aborts, then the element IS marked with an
abort code and returned either to the given queue or
to a separate error queue (specified by a parameter m
the call) If an element 1s dequeued successively by
n transactions, each of which aborts, then the n-th
abort returns the element to an error queue (where n
1s an attribute of the queue)
The Read operation returns the contents of an element with a given eld from a given queue wlthout
modlfymg it

4.3

Persistent

Re-

Connect(user-id)
<
q-m, rid-tag,
qel =
Reglster(req-q,
client-id,
TRUE),
q-out, reply-tag,
qe2 =
Reglster(reply-q,cllent-id,
TRUE),
/* Variables
q-In, q-out,
qei, qe2, and
rid-tag
are globalto
the client
*/
returncrld-tag,
reply-tag
[rid-pxecel
,
reply-tag
Cckpt-piece1 >
3

element = Read(h, e)
/* Reads element with eld e from the queue identified
by h *I
Figure

for Non-Interactive

Sendtrequest,
rid) (
rid-tag
= rid,
e = Enqueue(q-in,
Recelve(ckpt)
<
return(Dequeue(q-out
Rereceive (1 1
return(Read(q-out

<
client-id),
clzent-id)

3

request,

rid-tag)

, [rid-tag,ckptl

, qe2))

3

,eh)))

3

Server0
C
q-m, x,y=Reglster(req-q,
ap-ld,FALSE);
q-out,x,y=Register(reply-q,ap-id,FALSE),
While (true)
C
start-transaction,
request = Dequeue (q-m, NIL),
process request and prepare reply;
Enqueue (q-out,
reply,
NIL),
3
commit-transaction
3

Registration

A QM can help Its clients recover from fadures by
keeping persistent mformatlon about clients
The Regaster operation associates an authentlcated, umquely-named Tegastrant with a named queue,
and returns a handle Information about a reglstratlon 1s guaranteed to be stable when the Register
operation completes The registration mformatlon 1s
mamtamed until the registrant expllcltly dereglsters
In particular, the falure of a registrant does not lmpllcltly dereglster it The DeTegasteT operation de-

Figure 5 Algorithm
for Non-Interactwe
Requests Connect, Disconnect, Send, Receive, and
Rerecewe reside m the Clerk
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Figure

6 System Model for a Multi-transaction

client-id and a “thread’‘-id
The system now mamtams an array of [req-tag, reply-tag] pars for the
client, one for each thread-id
The entire array 1s
returned by a Connect operation
To support this,
the underlying QM needs a comparable facility m the
Register operation
We discuss several other extensions to the Client
Model m Sections 6-8 requests that execute as multlple transactlons, the cancellation of m-flight requests,
and requests whose execution must Interact with the
client Given space hmltatlons, we’ll only sketch the
chent model, system model, and queue management
conslderatlons for each extension

6

Multi-Transaction

Request

passed across transaction boundanes, a server must
store It either m a database or m the next request
(1 e , the request for the next transaction m the sequence)
The sequence of transactions that processes the request cannot be broken by a falure, since any fa3lure
will result m a transaction being aborted, thereby returning the request for that transaction to the transactlon’s mput queue Thus, the argument that this
multi-transactlon
lmplementatlon preserves RequestReply Matching, Exactly-Once Request-Processmg,
and At-Least-Once Reply-Processing 1s the same as
the single-transaction case
This method can be extended to include concurrent
execution of multiple transactions servicing a user request The mam issue 1s forking a request Into multlple requests and reJommg the requests when the concurrent branches complete This can be handled by
extending the QM with a trigger mechamsm A trigger 1s set to send a request when all of the rephes to
earlier concurrent requests have been received
One disadvantage of multi-transaction
requests IS
that the execution of requests 1snot serlahzable Only
the execution of the component transactions IS senahzable That IS, a transactlon that executes for one
request may execute m between two transactions that
execute for another request
If all database systems accessed by the multltransaction request use locking for concurrency control, then one can achieve senallzablllty of request executlons by coaxmg the database systems mto holding locks across transaction boundarles for all of the
transactions that Implement the multi-transaction
request That 18, each transaction’s database locks are
inherited by the next transaction m the sequence
Of course, this may create lock contentlon, which 1s
one reason why some requests are executed as multltransaction requests m the first place
But when
lock contention 1s not an Issue, senallzablhty of requests 1s possible even if database systems won’t
hold locks across transactions
the applacatzon can
mimic database system lockmg by creating a perslstent database of locks, setting the appropriate locks
for each database obJect it accesses, and releaamg all
of these “apphcatlon locks” JUSt before the final transaction of the multi-transaction
request commits Unfortunately, the performance of this approach will be

Requests

It is often convenient to execute a request using several transactions
For example, a funds transfer Tequest may be processed as three separate transactlons deblt source bank account, credit target bank
account, and log the transfer with a clearinghouse
This approach may be chosen to avoid executing one
long transaction, which can lead to lock contention It
may be required m a dlstrlbuted system, if the nodes
that process the request either are not all avdable
at the same time or do not use the same transactlon protocol (e g , two-phase commit) (In the latter
case, a QM may need to support multiple transaction
protocols ) In prmaple, this multi-transaction
amplementatlon should be transparent to the chent, who
still sees the request as a single umt of work, as m the
model of Section 3
We modify our model of Sectlon 5 to accommodate
multiple transactions that are performed aeraally to
service a non-interactive request There 1s a sequence
of server processes, which executes the sequence of
transactions for the request (see fig 6) Each server
registers with a different pour of queues for req-q and
reply-q (e g , server1 uses qc 1 and ql 2, and server2
uses ql 2 and q2 3) The clerk and server algorithms
are unchanged from fig 5
An apphcatlon programmer (1 e , one who writes
server programs) cannot rely on local program variables to record the state of the request across multiple
transactlons, because the contents of such variables
may be lost m a fadure If any mformatlon must be
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lmuted, due to the high overhead of settmg locks and
the coarseness of lock granularity

7

Request

Cancellation

A client may send a request, and later decide to cancel
that request To implement this In the System Model,
we need a queue operation that deletes a specified
element
The KaILelement
operation takes an eid and tries
to delete the given element from Its queue If the
element has not yet been dequeued, it 1s deleted If
It was dequeued by a transaction that has not yet
committed, the transaction 1saborted and the element
1s deleted K&element returns an mdlcatlon whether
It deleted the element
The client operation IS Cancel-last-request
The
clerk processes this operation by mvokmg the queue
operation K&element on the eld of the last request
The clerk should mamtam this eld, whch 1s returned
by each Enqueue operation and by Register when the
client recovers from a failure
With multi-transaction
requests, the cancellation
request fads once the first transaction m the sequence
has commltted
Later cancellation can stall be arranged by supportmg compensatmg transactions and
sagas [Garaa and Salem 87, Klein and Reuter 881
That is, one cancels the request by compensating for
the committed transactions that executed on behalf
of the request This can be done by executing the
compensations as a serial multi-transaction
request

8
8.1

Interactive
Client

Figure 7 Chent’s State Transition
an Interactive
Request

Diagram

for

exchange intermediate I/O between the chent and system However, d an interactive transaction aborts,
mtermechate I/O may be lost (unhke requests, which
are never lost due to an abort) We now describe ways
to avoid losing intermediate I/O

8.2

Pseudo-Conversational
Transactions

One traditional way to implement an mteractive request is to map it into a serml multi-transaction
request This approach 1s called pseudo-conversattonal
transactions [McGee 771 Each intermediate output 1s
a reply, and each intermediate input 1s a request for
the next transaction In the sequence The reply to the
final transaction m the sequence 1s Interpreted as the
reply to the ongmal mteractive request Since this
lmplementatlon 1s exactly the same as that of Section
6, Request-Reply Matching, Exactly-Once RequestProcessing, and At-Least-Once Reply-Processing are
preserved
In this Implementation,
each time the chent receives an intermediate output, It knows that Its previous input (either the request or Its previous Intermediate input) was reliably captured, and will not
need to be re-sent m the event of a fadure However,
the approach has the two weaknesses of any multitransaction request the difficulty of late cancellation
and the loss of sermhzablhty of request execution
The problem of cancellation 1s particularly annoymg After the first intermediate output 1s received,
the client cannot cancel the request, unless sagas are
supported The client 1s m an awkward position If It
1s unable to send intermediate input It can’t complete the request and It can’t cancel It Tlus 1s not
a problem m the non-interactive case, since the chent
has already supplied all of the input needed to fully
execute the request

Requests

Model

This section considers tnteractave requests
In the
client model of an mteractlve request, the executmg
request perlocbcally sends tntermedaate
output and
Tins
asks the chent to supply tntermedaate tnput
adds a new Intermedsate-I/O
state to the client’s state
transition diagram (see fig 7) As before, the client
transitions to Req-Sent after sending a request The
client then asks to receive an intermediate output message, thereby transitlonmg to Intermedlate-I/O
After recelvmg this output, the client sends Interme&ate input to the system, thereby transltlomng from
Intermediate-I/O
back to Req-Sent The client may
cycle between Req-Sent and Intermediate-I/O
many
times (m this over-slmphfied model, we assume the
client knows how many times) Eventually, the client
supplies all the mtermedlate Input, the system finishes processmg the request, and the chent receives
the reply
One could Implement mteractlve transactions JUSt
hke non-mteractlve ones, usmg one-way messages to

8.3

Alternative

Approaches

An alternative to pseudo-conversational transactions
IS to have the request execute as one transaction,
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which sohclts all the intermediate inputs by exchangmg ordinary messages with the client This enables
the client to cancel the transaction until It sends the
last intermediate input that’s required It also guarantees that request executions are serlahzable However, unless special precautions are taken, It does not
ensure that intermediate mput 1s reliably captured
One method to ensure intermediate I/O IS reliably
captured 1s logging The client logs all intermediate
I/O, labeling each log entry with the eld of the request for which the intermediate I/O applies If the
interactive transaction aborts, the server starts another transaction for the request, and labels all Intermediate I/O with the eld of the request During
this replay, as long as the client receives intermediate
output that 1s 1dentlca.l to the request’s previous Incarnation, It can re-use the intermediate input that
It logged during the previous mcarnatlon
However,
once the client receives intermediate output that dlffers from the previous mcarnatlon, It must discard the
remaining logged intermediate Input and must calculate or sohclt intermediate input from scratch

9

Related

queue, queue sets (a view of a set of queues),
alert thresholds, and queue redirection (to automatically forward elements from one queue to another)
However, persistent reglstratlon and recovery on rereglstratlon are not supported
In IMS/DC, queues are the only means of commumcatlon between transactzon programs and termznals
IMS/DC dlstmgmshes between termmal
queues, which are dequeued by forms managers (analogous to clients), and transactzon queues, which
are dequeued by transaction programs (analogous to
servers) It recommends the pseudo-conversational
implementation of interactive requests The system
supports a scratch pad, which 1s a field m a queue element that 1s used to store data to be passed from one
transaction to the next for the same multi-transaction
request A dequeue (Get-Unique) call returns both
the element and the scratch pad Unlike IMS/DC,
IMS/FP (Fast Path) disallows conversational mode
transactions
IBM’s CICS has Transient Data queues, which can
be In memory without transaction control, or on disk
with transaction control A queue can be associated
with a transaction-type
name and some numerical
hmlts, which are used to start transaction-tasks when
elements arrive m the queue
CICS also has internal work queues of requests that
are waiting for a task (process) to be started up Elements are placed m these queues as a result of explicit START commands m other transactions or of
users entering requests at their terminals
One can
place these queue elements under transaction control,
so that they reappear after system recovery
CICS includes a feature called Transaction Routmg This allows a CICS system A to receive a request and forward It to another CICS system B The
request contams mformatlon that allows B to create
a commumcatlon binding with the display that produced the request, so B can effectively commumcate
directly with the display

Work

A succinct overview of queuing issues appears m Section 4 of [Gray 781
Terminal I/O m TP systems 1s explored m
[Pausch 881 It proposes an Ezternal Operatton Server
(EOS) t o h an dl e reliable input and output of transactions An EOS-process records the values of the
I/O operations m persistent data structures It corresponds roughly to a combmatlon of a client and QM
Transactton
processes (which correspond roughly to
seTveTs) perform I/OS using an EOS The work contams many insights on the types of external operations and lmplementatlon of EOS, mcludmg the notion of “testable device,” which we used m this paper However, It does not abstract QMs separate from
EOSs, nor requests separate from transactlons, with
all that these dlstmctlons imply
Unprotected operataons are discussed In [Gray 80,
Gray 811 An unprotected operation issued wlthm
a transaction does not partlclpate m transactlon semantics, It can neither be undone nor redone
If
the client issues (send request, receive reply, process
reply} wlthm a transaction, then “process reply” 1s
usually unprotected
In a sense, our Client Model 1s
a way of coping with such unprotected operations
Many existing TP momtors support queues As
examples, we mention DECmtact [DEC 881, IBM’s
IMS/DC
[McGee 771, and IBM’s CICS [IBM 86,
Wlpfler 87, Wlpfler 891 ’
The DECmtact
monitor supports recoverable
queues, mcludmg pnonty-based Enqueue and De‘DEC and DE&tact
ment Corp

are trademarks
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Implement

at ion Issues

A QM 1s a type of database system It could be lmplemented on a file system or a database system, or as
an independent database system However, it differs
from conventional database systems m some respects
One difference 1s that most of the data It stores 1s
deleted (dequeued) shortly after being Inserted This
reduces the importance of checkpomtmg data to stable storage, although there 1s still the need to log updates That IS, queues can be managed as a mam
memory database
Still, apphcatlons that require
queue elements to be stored for long periods must be
supported
Another difference 1s m the amount of concurrency
between data mampulatlon operations, such as between enqueue and dequeue operations on the same

of Dlgltal Eqmp-
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queue For example, It should be possrble for one
transactron to dequeue (e g , SQL Delete) the top element of a queue, and for a second transaction to
do the same before the first transactron commrts or
aborts Of course, rf the first transactron aborts and
the second commrts, then the Dequeues won’t be
FIFO ordered But thus anomalous ordermg 1s tolerable, when compared to the performance degradatron
that strict ordermg would Imply This amounts to allowing readers to scan the queue and rgnore (not be
blocked by) wrote-locked elements Another extensron
1s needed to allow a transactron that Dequeues from
an empty queue to become blocked (e g , a “notrfy”
lock, srmdar to “blockmg asynchronous system traps”
m VMS) Such features are present m some relatronal
database systems such as Tandem’s Non-Stop SQL
[Tandem 891

Conclusions

In thus paper we descrrbed the use of recoverable
queues to manage the flow of requests m a TP system
We described fault-tolerance reqmrements of request
flow from the client’s vrewpomt And we showed how
TP apphcatrons can use queues to meet those reqmrements
Our motrvatron for thus study was the rmportance
of obtarmng exactly-once semantrcs for processmg requests m a TP system, wrthout losing rephes However, the solutrons we described are more general than
that The approach 1s also valid for obtarmng faulttolerant request-reply semantrcs m any drstrrbuted
system For example, rt could be applied to remote
procedure call systems In thrs context, an mteractrve request IS one that has call-backs from the remote
procedure to the client One could extend the Chent
Model to support streammg of requests and replies,
as m the Mercury system [Lrskov et al 881
We believe that persistent regrstratron with operation tags IS an important capabihty m reahzmg faulttolerant client models The idea 1s quite general rt
can be used to create an arhtrary fault-tolerant session between the client and system Persistent regrstratron 1s a session m that rt contams state that 1s
shared by the client and system By making rt persistent, the session can be recovered when the client
reconnects after a fadure
The client-system protocol we described also applies to the end user’s mteractron wrth the client The
user submits a request to the client (program), and
later expects a reply, Just as the chent submits a request to the system and later expects a reply There
are, of course, no queues between the user and client
So, we need another protocol to give the user the semantics he or she wants For example, we may require
that the user enters a umque rdentrfier wrth each request, and that the client returns this identifier with
the correspondmg reply The client may fad, or the
user may have a memory lapse (another kmd of farlure) So the user should checkpoint that identifier
(e g , on a piece of paper), so the user can figure out
where the user and client left off Like the client m
rts relatronshrp to the system, the user behaves like a
fault-tolerant sequentral program, at recovery time he
or she must determine hrs or her last non-rdempotent
operation (1 e , the last request submrssron) and must
checkpomt hrs or her state when rssumg thus operation Just as the client asks the system to checkpomt
Its state m a tag, the user can ask the chent to checkpoint hrs or her state m the request
It 1s interesting to compare the rehabrlrty of replies
m our model with that of transactron commit or abort
In transaction management, once a transaction has
commrtted, and all of the data managers that partrcrpated m the transactron have acknowledged recervrng
the commrt directive, the transactron manager forgets about the transaction Under the presumed abort

In this paper, we ignored the important issue of
scheduhng requests Requests may be scheduled for
the server by prrorrty, request contents (highest dollar
amount first), submrssron time, etc The server Itself 1s subJect to schedulmg pohcy, which determmes
when rt should run and how many instances (threads)
rt should run The request scheduler IS a maJor component of most TP monitors, and usually requires a
QM with content-based retneval capabrhty
As m obJect-oriented database systems, element
identity IS an issue for queues For sequential multrtransaction requests, It is convement If an element retams Its identity as rt moves from queue to queue
(DECmtact makes thus guarantee m a centrahzed system ) It would be mce to guarantee this across nodes
m a drstrrbuted system But thus has some rmplementatron challenges smce a queue element does not
permanently resrde m one data server Thus IS closely
related to obJect mob&y, whrch has been mvestrgated
m other contexts [Jul et al 88][Black and Artsy 891
A volatale queue 1s one whose contents IS lost by
a node fadure Volatile queues have a useful role m
some systems For example, suppose a client redirects
Its volatrle output queue to the volatile mput queue
of a server at a drfferent node The rehabrhty of the
two volatrle queues may be as hrgh as that of a smgle
stable queue,
Indeed,
Queue rephcatron can be made exphcrt
given the Importance of rebably managmg requests m
a drstributed system, queues are a good candrdate for
being stored as a replicated database that guarantees
one-copy sermhzabrhty, desprte the cost of such strong
synchromzatlon
Many of these rmplementatron issues have been
treated m commercral products A careful survey of
these products and their capabrhtres would be a valuable contrrbutron to the open literature
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[Gray 801 Gray, J , “A Transaction Model,” Techmcal Report RJ2895, IBM Research Laboratory, San
Jose, CA, 1980

protocol, the transaction manager also forgets about
a transaction as soon as It learns that the transaction
aborts The user 1s not a participant m the commit
protocol
So a transaction can be forgotten by the
transaction manager, and then the system may fall,
before the user sees the result of the transaction After the system recovers, there 1s no evidence In the
transaction manager of whether or not the transaction
ran There must be another mechanism for retammg
the dlsposltlon of a transaction for long periods, so
the user can find out what the transaction did, long
after the transaction disappears At-least-once reply
processmg provides such a mechanism
Like other popular features of TP monitors, such as
multi-threaded processes and transactlons, queuing 1s
a general-purpose feature that should be mcorporated
m all distributed computmg architectures
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